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HISTORY

Graphics: The Jewish quarter in Zamość, XVI century
The Jewish quarter is marked in yellow
Source: https://warszawapozydowsku.wordpress.com/2015/01/07/zamojskie-powietrze-czyni-madrym/

When Jan Zamoyski created his town in the 16th century, he knew that he
had to attract trade to it. He invited various nations including Armenians
and Jews to his town. He decided to settle Sephardic Jews from Italy,
Spain and Turkey, who were known for their trade in diamonds,
expensive fabrics, oriental spices and applied arts.
The Jewish district was established in the northern part of Zamość
around the Salt Market Square. After the Swedish Deluge, Ashkenazi Jews
from Ruthenia joined Sephardic Jews.
For the next two centuries Zamość has become an important place on the
Jewish map of Poland. The famous rabbis Eliezer Lipman ben Manli and
Szlomo ben Moshe operated here.

In 1917, almost 95% of all the trade establishments were in Jewish hands.
They were mainly engaged in the food, clothing and leather industries.
In 1922, almost 60% of craftsmen were of Jewish descent: shoemakers,
tailors, hats, bakers, hairdressers, carpenters, glaziers and jewellers.
In the year when the war broke out, Zamość was inhabited by about 12.5
thousand Jews, who constituted about 43% of the population.

The eastern frontage of the Grand Market Square, c. 1925 / Photography by Antoni Jabłoński
Source: https://www.facebook.com/1684175615181355/photos/a.1684210531844530/1763846303880952/?
type=3&theater

WORLD WAR II

1939
13.09. The German army entered
Zamość. Their stay in the city lasted
two weeks.
25.09. The German army leaves
Zamość and a day later the Soviet
army occupies the town for the next
two weeks.
As a result of the borderline
correction, the Soviet troops started
to gradually leave Zamość and 2/3 of
Zamość Jews left to the east with
them.
8.10. Zamość is taken over by
German troops again

1940
1.01. Zamość constituted about 1000 of
displaced persons that formed 20% of
the Jewish population of the town.
Three months later, the number of
displaced persons increases to 1500
(27%), including refugees from
Włocławek, Koło, Kalisz, Vienna,
Krasnobród, Janów, Biłgoraj and
Frampol.
Despite the fact that in 1940 the General
Governor's Office resigned to organize
"Jewish reserve", 2500 more Jews from
outside the town had arrived in Zamość
by the end of that year.

1941
In April, the German authorities issued
an order asking all Jews living in the
Old Town and Lubelskie Przedmieście
to move to Nowa Osada by 1 May.
At the end of 1941, there were already
about 7,000 Jews in the Zamość Ghetto,
of which about 2,500 were from the
"Warta Country", Austria, the
Protectorate of Czech Moravia and
Germany.

1942
11.04. The first Jewish deportation took place
during the Eve of Passover. It affected about
3,000 people who were transported to the
Bełżec death camp in cattle wagons.
24-27.05. During Shavuot, the second
deportation action began. The captured Jews
were sent three days later to the death camp in
Sobibór.
11.08. The third deportation action started,
as a result of which about 300-350 captured
Jews were transported to KL Majdanek.
Beginning of September. The fourth
deportation during which the Germans
deported about 400 Jews from Zamość to the
death camp in Bełżec.
16-18.10. Final liquidation of the Zamość
Ghetto began. About 4000 people were hurried
to the temporary ghetto in Izbica. These Jews
were then murdered in the death camps in
Bełżec and Sobibór.

THE BEGINNING OF THE GERMAN OCCUPATION
In the first days after the German occupation of the town, the Jews became an
object of repression and looting so they avoided going out in the streets. The
Wehrmacht soldiers robbed some Jewish shops, warehouses and houses.
Orthodox Jews had their beards and sidelocks cut off with blunt tools. Some of
the captured Jews, especially the older ones, were placed on horses and struck
with whips. After a few or several hits, the victims fell off the horses just as the
torturers intended.
In mid-October 1939 the Germans desecrated and robbed both Zamość
synagogues and some of the prayer houses.

The SS cutting the earlocks and beards for religious Jews in Zamość area
Source: Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

LABOUR CAMPS
From the very first days of occupation, the Germans treated the Jews
as free labour. In years 1940-1943, Zamość Jews were imprisoned in 11
forced labour camps, 7 of which operated within the city itself. In the
initial period of occupation, almost all the camps were operating until
their liquidation. The labourers were captured on the spot.
Over 2500 Zamość Jews went through forced labour camps during the
German occupation.

Labour camp at the railway station in Zamość
Source: https://www.facebook.com/1684175615181355/photos/a.2510283212570587/251028336923723
8/?type=3&theater

Gerhard Keins, a Jew from Chorzów hiding
in Zamość on "Aryan" papers, described the
living conditions in the labour camp as:
"Sometimes we were passed by the groups of
Jewish forced labourers working in the
marshes. Most of them were old people. They
stood in their clothes, in trousers rolled up to
their knees and held shovels that they used to
extract silt from the soil. This view broke
hearts even in people who were completely
insensitive, but not in their persecutors. (...)
Teenage

supervisors,

Volksdeutche

and

Ukrainians dressed in German uniforms, were
armed with rifles and whips with lead balls
attached to leather belts. They beat the
workers- who already looked more dead than
alive, to work even faster. From time to time we
heard shots (...) Young supervisors were
allowed to kill as many people as they wanted.
A normal person could not compare with them
with their bestiality and bloody work. People
watching from the outside were surprised to
witness a complete lack of resistance in the
tortured victims.”

JEWISH GHETTO IN ZAMOSC
Gerhard Keins, a Jew from Chorzów describing the conditions prevailing
in the ghetto, hiding in Zamosc on "Aryan" papers:
“Jews lived in small wooden houses. Most of them as the only equipment had
small iron stoves and possibly a bed. There was no need for wardrobes, because
there was nothing to keep in them. The floorboards were mostly uprooted and
used as fuel during the harsh winter. When the thaws came, moisture and water
standing in huge puddles, they made life in these houses a nightmare. There was
electricity and light, but there was no toilet and running water. People got out of
their homes to get it, wandered in deep mud or snow and pumped water from the
wells outside.”

Zamość Ghetto, intersection of Lwowska and Ogrodowa Streets
Source:https://www.facebook.com/1684175615181355/photos/a.2200069843591927/2206787732920138
/?type=3&theater

DEPORTATION TO DEATH
CAMP IN BELZEC

Displacement, column of Jews at the "beetroot" ramp, 1942
Source: "Zagłada Żydów w Zamościu" A. Kopciowski

The first mass deportation to the death camp in Bełżec - described by
David Mekler
“April 11th 1942 SS SD and mounted police fell like a pack of savages on Zamosc
Jewish quarter. It was a complete surprise. Brutes on horseback in particular
created a panic raced through streets shouting insults slashing out on all sides
with their whips. Our community then numbered 10,000 people. In a twinkling
without even realizing what was happening 3,000 Men Women Children picked
up haphazardly in streets and in houses were driven to station and deported to an
unknown destination. Spectacle ghetto presented after attack literally drove
survivors mad. Bodies everywhere in streets courtyards houses babies thrown
from 3rd. 4th floor lay crushed on pavements. Jews themselves had to pick up and
bury dead.”

Account of Moshe Frank - saved during
the war in Zamość
“ Jews stood on square and kept of bundles that
each one had taken with him from his home. We
stood on this square until evening. It was only in
evening that Germans harried us to cattle cars of
death. They forced us to wagons us with great
terror. There were shots, crying children,
mothers screams all along the way. Whoever
couldnt̀ walk, whom ever left crowd, whoever
turned a childs̀ head was shot and tragically
killed. At last we were on ramp where cattle cars
waited for us. They pushed Jews towards train
and then came moment when I had to enter
wagon. Gestapo man pushed me towards cattle
car. I did not think very long. Instead of
boarding train I shoved myself under cattle car
and crawled under some sheet meal by railway
line where I waited until all of Jews were in train.
Later I crawled in direction of street and escaped
to New Town. On way I saw body after body.
Whole street was covered in Jewish bodies one
still held his bundle, a second had abandoned
his, a third was wounded in breast, a fourth in
head. I walked to New Town and in streets
everything resembled aftermath of Jewish
Flood.”

